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Abstract
Introduction to The Problem: The act of firing on two Indian military aircraft
carried out by Pakistan indeed constitutes the right of air control over military aircraft
according to the Paris Convention of 1919 and the Chicago Convention of 1944,
according to which this convention’s control rights over foreign military aircraft are
strict and maximum, it does not contain exceptions Article 32 of the Paris Convention
and Article 3 (c) of the 1944 Chicago Convention The right of maximum and strict
control of the state over its airspace is only directed to military aircraft of other
countries, where the consideration of national security is the main reason. But still,
the shooting action carried out by Pakistan against Indian military aircraft is an act of
negligence on airspace, which became its sovereignty, due to the lack of coordination
related to the shootings carried out.
Purpose/Objective Study: This study aims to determine and understand the
regulation of Indian military aircraft in the 1944 Chicago Convention on Flight of
Military Aircraft to Airspace in Other Countries and the responsibility of the state of
Pakistan in firing the Indian military plane from the perspective of international air
law.
Design/Methodology/Approach: This research uses normative legal research
methods using a type of legislation approach and case approach. The legal materials
used are primary, secondary, and tertiary legal materials that are useful for obtaining
conclusions relevant to the problems in this study.
Findings: The results showed that: 1) the regulation of Indian military aircraft in the
1944 Chicago Convention was categorized as a military aircraft (state aircraft) type
of MiG-21 Bison interceptor, which was indeed used for military, police, and customs
purposes, which in this case did not have the right to do flight above the airspace of
another country before obtaining permission in advance from the country concerned;
2) the form of responsibility that must be given is in the way of termination of acts,
apologies and remedial actions in the form of restitution, i.e., repairing as, before the
Indian military aircraft that he shot and providing protection for pilots he captures,
this is as regulated in Article 31 of the ILC Draft.
Paper Type: Research Article
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Introduction
International law is a rule that contains the principles of law in which regulate
relations that can cross national borders (Koh, 1998). In international law is known
as international relations. International relations are usually carried out by legal
subjects in international law, whether carried out between countries, countries with
individuals, or countries with other international organizations. The relationship is
not always going well. Sometimes these relationships cause various disputes. These
disputes can originate from multiple sources of disputes. One of the dispute origins
that can trigger conflicts between countries is air disputes, which in this case, are
usually related to flights, especially violations of airspace sovereignty (Williams,
2010).
Air law regulates a country’s sovereignty, especially in the airspace. The airspace of a
country in the air law is divided into several regions, namely air space in the mainland
area, inland sea area, territorial sea, and the territorial sea area of an island nation
(Saul, 2013). The sovereignty of a country in the air space above its territorial
territory is intact and full. It is regulated in Article 1 of the 1944 Chicago Convention,
which asserts that every sovereign state has full sovereignty. The consequence of this
principle of sovereignty is that no aircraft fly in or to or through the national airspace
of a member state without obtaining permission in advance, no matter how high or
low the aircraft is flying. In terms of state defense and security, air space has a closed
nature because of air as a medium prone to violations (Wiradipraja, 2014).
Infringement of airspace can occur when an aircraft, both civil and military aircraft,
enters the territory of another country without prior permission to the country that
has sovereignty over the airspace before entering it. It means that a country’s airspace
is closed to another country. The use and control of the airspace is only a full and full
right of the state (Rudy, 2002).
One case related to violations of the sovereign territory is the shooting of two military
aircraft owned by India by Pakistan in Kashmir. There was a firing of two Indian
fighter planes by Pakistan in the Kashmir region, part of Pakistan’s sovereignty. One
of the aircraft crashed in Pakistan-controlled Kashmir while another crashed in
Indian-controlled Kashmir. In that incident, a pilot was arrested. One day after the
incident, a Pakistani plane broke into Poonc and Nowhera, two locations in the de
facto region of India. Pakistan launches a line of control in Kashmir. Pakistan stated
that the attack targeted non-military targets and did not intend to worsen the tense
situation (Impiani, 2019).
In the incident of the Indian military aircraft crash, India used a MiG-21 Bison military
aircraft, which was included in an interceptor aircraft that was specifically designed
to intercept and destroy the enemy. The Pakistani military spokesman confirmed that
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Pakistan had shot an Indian military plane and denied that in the shooting, Pakistan
used an F-16 Jet to shoot down an Indian aircraft. Regarding the captured pilots,
Pakistan returned the arrested-Indian pilots during the incident to coincide with the
massive surrender of Islamabad called the “peace movement,” which appears to
reduce tensions significantly. Still, both sides remain on high alert (Kaura, 2020).
Both countries both claim that in the Line of Control (LoC), the de facto border
between the two countries in the disputed Kashmir region, there has been relative
tension in the last 24 hours (Arianta et al., 2020). But Indian security forces say they
carry out a sizeable anti-militant operation on their side in the Kashmir region and
have shot dead two militants (Hutapea, 2019).
A spokesman for the Indian defense forces claimed that on Tuesday night, Pakistan
had fired using heavy weapons in 12 to 15 locations along the de facto border, which
became the border of the two countries known as the Line of Control (LoC). In the
incident, five Indian soldiers suffered minor injuries. To this, the United States
Secretary of State, Mike Pompeo, spoke separately with foreign ministers of India and
Pakistan. He urged the two countries to avoid further military activity after the
airstrike (Pegahi, 2019).
Based on the chronology of the case, there has been a violation of international law in
aircraft firing by Pakistan against Indian military aircraft. Article 1 of the 1944
Chicago Convention on International Civil Aviation recognizes that every sovereign
state has complete sovereignty over the airspace above it (Martono & Sudiro, 2016).
The provisions in this convention are one of the main pillars governing air law (Rudy,
2002).
Pakistan, in this case as a country, under the responsibility of being in the air
sovereignty. The determination of a no-fly zone in an area deemed prone to violations
is the full responsibility of the sovereign state. It is because countries that are
sovereign about their airspace know more about the security of their airspace.
Pakistan, which in this case is a country whose air sovereignty has been violated by
Indian military aircraft, should first confirm before firing on Indian military aircraft
either by notification, returning the aircraft to its home country, or forcibly dropping
(Ciptantri, 2018).
The state, in this case, as the subject of international law, is responsible when not
carrying out its obligations, has committed negligence that is against the law (Sefriani,
2016). The state commits not to abuse its sovereignty; therefore, the government can
be held accountable for acts of negligence that have been done (Adolf, 1996). Pakistan
has neglected the authority of the airspace that is above its sovereign territory passed
by Indian military aircraft that is not coordinating in advance with India related to
the shootings it has done, and the no-fly zone has been established.
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The rule of international air law is one of the foundations for a country to secure its
territorial sovereignty. Still, in its development, there are often violations of
sovereignty territory, especially in airspace with various causes. One case related to
violations of the sovereign territory is the shooting of two military aircraft owned by
India by Pakistan in Kashmir.
The act of firing on two Indian military aircraft carried out by Pakistan constitutes the
right of air control over military aircraft according to the Paris Convention of 1919
and the Chicago Convention of 1944. According to this convention, control rights over
foreign military aircraft are strict and maximum. It does not contain exceptions to
Article 32 of the Paris Convention and Article 3 (c) of the 1944 Chicago Convention.
The right of maximum and strict control of the state over its airspace is only directed
to military aircraft of other countries, where national security is the main reason. But
still, the shooting action carried out by Pakistan against Indian military aircraft is an
act of negligence on the airspace, which became its sovereignty, due to the lack of
coordination related to the shootings carried out. Therefore, based on the discussion
above, the authors formulate the problem: 1) What are the arrangements for military
aircraft, especially Indian military aircraft, in the 1944 Chicago Convention on
Military Aircraft Flights to Airspace in Other Countries? 2) What is the responsibility
of the state of Pakistan for the firing of Indian military aircraft in violation of the
sovereignty of Indian military aircraft? So the authors are interested in doing legal
writing with the title “State Responsibility of Pakistan in Shooting Military Aircraft
From the Perspective of International Air Law.
Methodology
The type of research used by the author in this study is the type of normative legal
analysis. According to Soerjono Soekanto and Sri Mamudji, defining normative legal
research is legal research through library materials and legislation documents (Ishaq,
2017). This type of research is a type of normative legal research approached by
statutory and case. The data sources are divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary
legal materials. It then interpreted, argued, and discussed descriptively.
Results and Discussion
Military Aircraft Arrangements Specifically Indian Military Aircraft In the 1944
Chicago Convention Regarding Military Aircraft Flights to Airspace in Other
Countries
Military aircraft in international law are aircraft explicitly used for armed forces that
do not have the right to fly over the sovereign territory of another country. In Article
3 of the 1944 Chicago Convention, military aircraft are categorized as state aircraft.
State aircraft are aircraft used for military, police, and customs. Therefore, military
aircraft are planes used by the state (Bourbonniere & Haeck, 2000).
Besides, it is explained in Article 31 of the 1919 Paris Convention that each aircraft
ordered by someone working in military service with specific goals is considered a
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military plane (Mangku, 2011). In international law, the rights and obligations of
military aircraft are distinguished from public aviation. As regulated in article 32 of
the 1919 Paris Convention, “no military aircraft of a contracting state shall fly over
the terms of another contracting state nor land thereon without special authorization
(permission).” The intention is that military aircraft (the state) do not have the right
to fly over the territory of a member of the Paris Convention 1919 before obtaining
permission in advance from the country concerned (Cooper, 1951).
Military aircraft in international law are classified based on the use of the plane, the
classifications are as follows (Kurz & Bartles, 2007; Guillaume, 2004; Leino et al.,
1998):
1. Bombers
From its use, the role of the bomber is exact, namely dropping bombs on target
areas. Bombers in the military world can be divided into two, namely strategic
bombers with a very far-reaching range and tactical bombers whose firing range
is shorter, usually used by ground forces.
2. Attack aircraft
Attack aircraft, or what is called international ground attack aircraft, is a type of
military aircraft assigned to provide direct support to the movement of ground
troops, both infantry and tanks, so that they can move quickly and safely. That is
why the attack aircraft is always in front of the battle line to open the lane.
3. Fighter
As the name implies, fighter aircraft are assigned to conduct aerial battles, so they
are required to move swiftly and perform sharp maneuvers. Therefore, this type
of fighter aircraft is usually small and slim.
4. Interceptor aircraft
The interceptor aircraft is specifically designed to intercept and destroy enemy
aircraft, especially bombers that usually use high speeds. Two types of
interceptors are distinguished based on their respective performance. The first
type of point interceptor defense aircraft is designed to take off and climb as fast
as possible to attack the heights of other aircraft. And the second type of area
defense interceptor is designed to protect a wider area from enemy attacks.
5. Spy planes
This type of aircraft is seen from its name, and its function is used to carry out
intelligence tasks or spy on an area, including conducting surveillance and
strategic surveillance. These reconnaissance aircraft are usually flown first before
carrying out military operations. This aircraft has several types, the first type of
reconnaissance aircraft used to collect strategic reconnaissance data. This aircraft
can infiltrate and fly higher so as not to be reached by enemy defense missiles.
6. Anti-Guerrilla Attack Aircraft
This type of aircraft is a land attack aircraft devoted to assisting ground forces in
dealing with guerrilla forces. The aircraft used are light aircraft capable of flying
along with the land, weapons, and technology that are less complicated than other
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attack aircraft. Examples of these aircraft are OV-10 Bronco (United States), Pucara
(Argentina), Pilatus (Switzerland), EMB-314 Super Tucano (Brazil), Super
Skymaster, Piper PZL Dragonflies (Poland), BN-2A Islander.
7. Train Fighter
Trained combat aircraft in the military world is not used for attacks but are used
to train prospective pilots. For most countries, fighter planes are considered to be
relatively expensive, so training fighter planes are often used for anti-guerrilla
attack aircraft. It is due to maintain pilot skills and save training and operational
costs. Some of the combat trainer planes, for example, Guizhou JL-9 (China), Aero
L-39 Albatros (Czech Republic), Kawasaki T-4 (Japan), Yakovlev Yak-130 (Russia),
and Goshawk (America).
Based on the previous, the Mikoyan-Gurevich or also known as the MiG-21 Bison
owned by India, belongs to an interceptor aircraft, which in this case is specifically
designed to intercept and destroy enemy aircraft, especially bombers that usually use
high speed. Thus, the MiG-21 bison aircraft owned by India in international air law is
classified as a military aircraft (state), which is used for state purposes (Tufail, 2019).
This provision is stipulated in article 3 of the 1944 Chicago Convention, which states
that military aircraft are categorized as state aircraft used for military, police, and
customs for the needs of the country.
Besides, if reviewed based on article 32 of the Paris 1919 Convention, the MiG-21
Bison aircraft owned by India does not have the right to fly over the territory of a
member of the Paris 1919 convention before obtaining prior permission from the
country concerned. Thus, the flight carried out by India over Pakistan’s sovereign
territory constitutes a violation of air sovereignty territory in international law, which
caused the crash of the aircraft to be shot.
State Liability in International Law
Liability law in international law is related to talking about its main characteristics,
then the state as the main subject (Ramsey, 2009). It is reflected in the first article of
the draft articles on responsibility in international law by The International Law
Commission (ILC), which states that “every internationality is wrong the act of state
entails the international responsibility of that state.” The point is that any state action
that is deemed to be internationally responsible for the obligations of the country
concerned (Thontowi, 2006).
The Draft Articles on Responsibility of States for International Wrongful Acts
circulated by the UN General Assembly through Resolution A / RES / 56/83 talks
about the responsibility of the state because of acts blamed under international law.
In essence, state responsibility arises when the following actions occur:
1. Violation of subjective rights by other countries;
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2. Violations of international legal norms, which are jus cogens (basic principles
recognized by the international community and the international community as
norms that must not be violated);
3. And actions that qualify as a transnational crime. The actions referred to here are
actions that must be measured whether they contain elements of necessity. The
state must be responsible for these actions. This provision is held in international
treaties and international customary law.
The state as a subject in international law can be held liable if its actions are
detrimental to other countries and fulfill the characteristics of accountability. The
types of state accountability are as follows (Adolf, 1996):
1. Delictual liability
It arises when a country commits an act of terror against foreigners in its territory.
2. Contractual liability
This responsibility occurs when a country violates an agreement made with
another country.
3. Responsibility for concessions.
This responsibility is mentioned in the inter-state concession agreement, and it is
also known as Clasula Alvo. It stipulates that the concessionaire relinquishes the
protection of his government in disputes arising from the deal. The argument must
be submitted to the national court of the concession-giving country and subject to
the country’s national law.
4. Responsibility for expropriation. Namely in the form of revocation of private
property accompanied by the provision of compensation in the public interest.
5. Responsibility for state debt. This responsibility arises when a country does not
pay off foreign debts, in the sense of not fulfilling contractual obligations or debt
agreements.
The state which is involved in international law is motivated by the thought that no
country in the world can enjoy its rights without respecting the rights of other
countries. Any party that opposes another country is obliged to take responsibility for
everything related to international law. It is a challenge in the legal system globally,
where fighting the binding ties of the law will lead to accountability for violators
(Sefriani, 2016).
International law. State accountability in international law has two understandings,
which are supported. First, that is accountability for state actions that violate
international obligations. The second, namely the responsibility, is taken by the state
for opposing foreigners (Thontowi, 2006).
As stated earlier, state responsibility arises as a result of the principle of equality and
state sovereignty contained in international law. This principle then gives authority
to a country that has violated its right to demand reparations. In national law, it has
been distinguished between criminal and civil liability and international law, several
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provisions are similar to national law, but this is not prominent. It is because
international law regarding accountability has not developed so rapidly (Thontowi,
2006).
In essence, accountability arises due to violations of international law. A country is
said to be responsible if the government violates international treaties, violates the
sovereignty of another country, even treats foreign nationals arbitrarily. For this
reason, state liability varies depending on the obligations it carries or the number of
losses incurred (Thontowi, 2006).
International law experts recognize that state responsibility is a fundamental
principle in international law. However, on the other hand, they also acknowledge
that state responsibility law is still at the stage of discovering its concept and is still
developing. In general, international law only explains the characteristics of the
emergence of state responsibility as follows (Sefriani, 2016):
1. The existence of an international legal obligation that applies between two specific
countries;
2. The existence of an omission that violates the obligations of international law,
which bear the responsibility of the state;
3. The damage or loss resulted from unlawful or negligent actions.
Although it has never been universally agreed upon, the above characteristics are
widely followed in classical international law. Thus state responsibility can only be
prosecuted in international relations when there is a country that is harmed by
another country due to violations of the obligations of negligence that arise from
international treaties, international customs, and court decisions (Sefriani, 2016).
Pakistan’s State Responsibility for the Shooting of Indian Military Aircraft
Violation of the sovereignty of a country’s airspace is carried out by various types of
aircraft, both civil aircraft and military (state) aircraft. In the case of violations of the
country’s airspace sovereignty carried out by military aircraft, recently carried out by
Indian military aircraft, the type of interceptor MiG-21 Bison, ended with the crash
shot. The shooting incidents of Indian military aircraft belonging to the MiG-21 Bison
interceptor in Pakistani airspace, based on the chronology of the case described
above, can be said that the shooting carried out by Pakistan over the territory under
its jurisdiction constitutes an act of abuse of power in international law.
Pakistan, whose airspace is violated by Indian military aircraft, is obliged to warn of
violations of the plane, either by ordering the aircraft to return or leave the airspace
or order to land. In the event of a territorial breach, the country can carry out official
channel broadcasts so that the aircraft registering country, in this case, the Indian
state, expresses its apology. Whenever it incurs a loss, it can demand compensation
for the losses suffered. However, when the country uses weapons and firing it without
warning to return to their proper path or land or return to their country, it is apparent
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in international law that the country’s actions violate international law (CNN
Indonesia, 2019).
The responsibility that is borne by Pakistan is a responsibility that is taken because it
violates a provision in international law, which in this case violates a principle in
international law recognized by international organizations and the international
community as a general principle called jus cogens. Also, Pakistan is known to have
been a member of the 1944 Chicago Convention and has ratified it in 1947. If Pakistan
violates the provisions of the 1944 Chicago Convention, then Pakistan, as a country,
must provide accountability when causing harm to other countries.
According to the legal doctrine on self-defense, the use of weapons as a medium to
force aircraft that violates the sovereignty of a country’s airspace is excessive and
unbalanced with the threats they face. Especially in international law, the country’s
actions can be an abuse of power (Mangku & Radiasta, 2019). The shooting of military
aircraft is indeed not regulated in detail in international law. But still, if we look at the
implicit or explicit intent of the context of the rules in Article 44 letter (a) the 1944
Chicago Convention, the use of weapons as a medium for forcing aircraft violating
sovereign territory is not in line with the principle of safety first in international air
law. India can hold Pakistan accountable for firing and arresting pilots in the form of
compensation or restitution for the destroyed-aircraft. Also, request in the form of a
letter that firing a military aircraft is an act of armed aggression as a form of abuse of
power.
The responsibility of the state of Pakistan in the firing of Indian military aircraft is the
responsibility arising from acts of criminal (delictual liability). It can be seen from the
arbitrary actions taken by Pakistan in the form of aircraft firing and the capture of
pilots, which in international law are qualified as acts of abuse of power in their
sovereignty (Adolf, 1996).
According to the author, the responsibility arising from the shooting action carried
out by Pakistan is stopping the act and remedial action in the form of restitution.
Pakistan, as a responsible country, must cease its activities and promise not to repeat
them (Wiradipraja, 2014). Besides, there is accountability in the form of remedial
actions; this is stipulated in Article 31 of the ILC draft on state accountability. The
responsible state must take full corrective actions for violations of the impaired
rights, both in material and moral form arising from the international error. For this
reason, Pakistan, in this case, must provide corrective action in the form of restitution,
in the form of repairs in the way of goods, namely repairing the original aircraft that
had been shot, namely the MiG-21 Bison aircraft, and providing protection against the
pilots captured (Shaw QC, 2013).
Based on the previous explanation, it can be said that the shooting of military aircraft
is also prohibited in international law. Provided that the shooting action carried out
is intended to force the military aircraft that commits the violation to return to their
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home country. This provision is as regulated in Article 44 letter (a) of the 1944
Chicago Convention that the use of weapons as a medium for forcing aircraft violating
sovereign territory is not in line with the principle of safety first in international air
law. Besides, before the shooting, the country that carried out the shooting did not
confirm in advance that the military aircraft violated the country’s air sovereignty.
That is why the shooting is categorized as an abuse of power.

Conclusion
Based on the discussion of the overall results of the research conducted by the author,
it can be concluded that the arrangement of the Indian military aircraft MiG-21 Bison
interceptor in the Paris Convention of 1919 is categorized as a state aircraft. In this
case, do not have the right to fly over the sovereignty of another country before
obtaining prior permission from the government concerned as regulated in Article 32
of the 1919 Paris Convention. Therefore, flights carried out by India over Pakistan’s
sovereign territory constitute violations of air sovereignty territory under
international law, led to the crash of the aircraft by Pakistan.
The form of responsibility that must be carried out by Pakistan is the termination of
acts and remedial actions in the form of restitution, namely repairing the original
Indian military aircraft that he had shot down and providing protection for the
captured pilots. Additionally, Pakistan must apologize in the form of a letter to India
that the shooting was an act of armed aggression as a form of abuse of power.
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